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Website:
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Description: Established in 2009,
Code Tech International is a one-stop
solution center for the coded and
non-coded design and analysis of skid
packages, piping systems, pressure
vessels, heat exchangers, storage
tanks, other static equipment, and all
types of steel structures.
Employees: 20
Industry: Oil & Gas, Chemical, Power,
Water
Country: Pune, Maharashtra
Products Used:
• CADWorx®
• CAESAR II®
• PV Elite®
Key Goals:
• Quick adoption enabled by the ease
of use
• Improved productivity as errors
and time needed for re-design are
reduced
• Accurate and quick design for
engineering deliverable creation
• Integration capabilities provide
enhanced flexibility and increased
visibility

Code Tech International Improves Offshore
Engineering Design with Hexagon CADWorx
& Analysis Solutions
Identifying Goals
Code Tech International is an Indian EPC services company, operating in industrial
settings since 2009, with a team focused on covering coded design and analysis of
skid packages, piping systems, pressure vessels, heat exchangers, storage tanks,
other static equipment, and all types of steel structures.
This case study discusses two projects Code Tech International executed with
Hexagon solutions:
• A seawater filtration unit design on a fixed offshore platform skid
• A refrigerant compressor skid design on an offshore floating platform skid
Both projects’ key goals were to guarantee timely delivery of the designs while
keeping the costs down for both Code Tech International and their clients. To
ensure this, Code Tech International decided to look for integrated, digital design
and analysis solutions that would enable accurate code-compliant designs and
deliverables to be produced quickly, reliably, and cost-effectively.

Overcoming Challenges
The first project involved designing a seawater filtration unit for a conventional
water treatment plant consisting of structural design and frontal piping. This
involved the piping in front of the vessel area that was accessible only from the
front side of the unit (see figure one). The water treatment plant was located on
a fixed offshore platform skid. The company chose Hexagon’s CADWorx Plant
Professional and PV Elite for the project to ensure timely and economical project
delivery. At the beginning of the project, the estimated time for the design work
was calculated at 45 days, compared to 65 days when using other solutions.

Figure 1: an example of the frontal piping.

Once underway, the project stayed on schedule, and
the plant design deliverables were produced quickly.
Initially, the designs were accepted by the intermediate
client, the engineering company. However, during the
next review phase, the layout of the plant was rejected by
their client, the owner/operator. This was due to lacking
adherence to their specifications. The design had to be
revised and all the piping re-routed to ensure compliance
and safety. Fortunately, changes to the design could be
quickly resolved due to the powerful design modification
features CADWorx possessed.This made re-modeling or
editing existing routes quick and easy. The re-analysis of
specific lines was equally fast due to the bi-directional
integration between CADWorx and CAESAR II.
Another challenge was how to lift the finished multi-tier
skid in its assembled condition due to its overall volume
and dimensional extents (4,3 meters wide x 9,5 meters
long x 6,4 meters high, weighing 75 metric tons). Due
to the flexible 3D modeling capability of the CADWorx
software, multiple options of lifting procedures were
prepared for a client review in a limited time frame. This
also helped Code Tech International reduce the time
needed to finalize the options for critical lifting (see
figure two).
The second project was to design a refrigerant
compressor skid for an offshore platform. One of the key
challenges for this project was the skid’s compact size,
which made designing the nozzles difficult to achieve.
Fortunately, PV Elite made it fast and easy to evaluate
how to place the nozzles in various locations, leading to
an optimal design.

Realizing Results
For both projects, Code Tech International chose
Hexagon solutions to overcome challenges, ensure
designs were produced accurately and deliver projects
on time.
Code Tech International was able to quickly and easily
create parametrically driven piping specifications in
record time. This was due to the simplicity, flexibility,
and power of the CADWorx Specification Editor software
combined with the ready-to-use specifications in metric
and imperial formats.
For the seawater filtration unit, CADWorx Plant
Professional was used to perform the piping layout
and subsequent design modifications required by the
client. The solution was also used to complete the other
disciplines in the package, including structure, vessel
and electrical and instrumentation design. Lifting and
transportation were also designed using CADWorx. PV
Elite was used to execute pressure vessel design to
define pressure boundary conditions for the vessels and
heat exchangers contained in the unit.

The simplicity, flexibility and power
of the CADWorx Specification
Editor software enabled Code
Tech International to easily create
parametrically driven piping
specifications - in record time.”
M.A. Khan, Proprietor, Code Tech International
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Figure 2: An example of critical lifting of the multi-tier skid.

CADWorx’s powerful design
modification features made
remodeling and editing of existing
routes quick and easy, with
re-analysis of specific lines equally
fast due to the bi-directional
integration between CADWorx.”
M.A. Khan, Proprietor, Code Tech International
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Figure 3: The Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) skid design, executed in CADWorx Plant Professional and the skid in real-life.

For the refrigerant compressor skid, Code Tech
International used CADWorx to create 3D piping and
CAESAR II for pipe stress analysis. Isogen supplied as part
of CADWorx Plant was used to create isometric drawings for
fabrication and construction. As the two solutions work bidirectionally with each other, pipe data could be transferred
back and forth digitally, rather than having to be manually
recreated.
The combination of CAESAR II and CADWorx not only
allowed the company to work in an integrated and
flexible manner but delivered time and cost savings for
the projects.
Hexagon’s local reseller, ImageGrafix, supported the project
execution by providing training, technical support, and best
practice guidance on the most productive and efficient use
of the software.

Moving Forward
These were the first offshore projects Code Tech
International executed with CADWorx, and the company
was impressed with the software. Mr. Mozammil Khan,
Company Owner/ Proprietor of Code Tech International,
said, “One of the greatest advantages of using Hexagon’s
solutions was the simplicity and flexibility of the software.
This allowed us to train our employees quickly, enabling us
to allocate resources to the projects based on their status
and urgency.”
“We will continue to use CADWorx & Analysis Solutions in
our future projects to ensure accurate and quick deliverable
creation and to enhance overall EPC project execution.”

The successful execution of these projects showcases how well CADWorx
Plant and CAESAR II work together in the challenging offshore environment.”
M.A. Khan, Proprietor, Code Tech International
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